To paraphrase the Greek philosopher Heraclitus, change is the only constant in construction projects. Changes in scope occur as projects progress from design through practical completion. FIDIC General Conditions Clause 13 [1] is one of the most important terms and implementing. It is also major factor for project success. Once all project parties understand and fairly use this clause, the impact will be minimising the expected disputes by 50% at least. Thus, this paper is considering illustrated variation order clause by flow chart technique to ensure that all the engineers are handling easily those subclasses.
Benefits
The standard forms of contract provide the variation clauses are enable the employer's design team to vary the design and specification. This is to avoid any problems that a contract would and in principle, should be re-negotiated due to the changes of specification of works [2] .
One of the benefits of variation is also allowing such changes to be made stated in the contract and permit to any consequential to be made in the contract sum.
Variation allows the constructive changes that allow changing on the mistake and error accidently occurred such as example in correcting a discrepancy in the contract drawing and specification.
Variation order also eliminates unnecessary cost from a project to optimize the client's benefit against the resource input by reducing the unnecessary costs [2] .
Allowing changes by using variation order is required to solve Local Authority decisions. Example, any amendment to the works regarding to the regulation and by law and approved by local authority is allows variation during the construction works [3] .
Disadvantages
The disadvantage of variation is that allows the Architect, or other designers to delay making decisions almost until the last possible moment. This can be having serious repercussions on the planning of the project and in executing the works efficiently [3] .
Cost overrun is the major contribution for the variation orders, especially during the construction phase. The early changes could save a lot of rework and minimize the cost overrun.
Dispute usually arises due to variation order between the parties of the contract, particularly when the contractor refused to accept the judgement of the consultant in term of fair valuation of a variation order.
The disadvantages of variation work usually allow contractor claim higher profit than the actual cost. As he should get compensation only, means without contingency, overhead and profit.
Thus, where a contractor has secured a project on prices and terms which are profitable, he will have strong interest to argue that the additional work should be constructed as a variation and valued according to the prices and rates stated in the contract [3] . 
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Conclusions
We hope that the flow charts of sub-clauses 13 will be used by the projects team and supporting them for implementing the contractual process clearly.
But initiating the dispute was and will still starting usually by variation Compensating the contractors needs to be common practices and follows the contractual process and each party gets his rights on time.
